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High Pressure Collapse of Magnetism in Fe0.94O: Mössbauer Spectroscopy Beyond 100 GPa
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First studies of Mössbauer spectroscopy to pressures above 100 GPa are reported. The magnetic
state of Fe0.94O was investigated to 120 GPa atT # 300 K. At 300 K a diamagneticlow-spin (LS)
state of Fe21 is detected at 90 GPa; its abundance increases withP. The gap between the5T2g high-
spin ground state and the1A1g LS excited statedecreases with increasingP and at 120 GPa the LS
species, first observed at 70 K, is fully converted at,450 K. The magnetic collapse of Fe12xO is an
isochoric, second-order transition resulting from a gradual increase in the crystal-field with increasing
pressure. [S0031-9007(97)04690-5]

PACS numbers: 62.50.+p, 71.70.–d, 76.80.+y
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Details of the state of matter at very high static den
ties is of fundamental significance to quantum mecha
ics, to the nature of magnetic ordering, and to ba
structure of narrowd-band materials. At the substan
tial high pressures that are now available with diamo
anvil cells (DAC) and appropriate spectroscopical met
ods, new insights on magnetic properties are emergi
Magnetic properties are studied preferably in simple b
nary transition-metal (TM) compounds, the so-calledMott
insulators [1] which, by virtue of the strong on-site
electron-electron correlation within thed bands have lo-
calized moments, become antiferromagnetically order
at temperatures belowTN , and are insulators with large
optical gaps that persist at temperatures far aboveTN . In
the isostructural regime of density increase, the magne
state will, in principle, eventually collapse as a result
one of the following mechanisms:

(i) Insulator-metal transition resulting from the closur
of the Mott-Hubbardd-d gap sUd or of the Charge-
Transfer p-d gap sDd. Experimental verification of
such a phenomenon is the concurrent metallizationand
collapse of magnetic moments within a narrow pressu
range. The pressure-induced so-calledMott transitionhas
been experimentally demonstrated in the case of N2

by Pasternaket al. [2] and later on in CoI2 (Ref. [3])
and FeI2 (Ref. [4]) using the combined methods o
Mössbauer spectroscopy (MS), x-ray diffraction (XRD
and electrical conductivity in DAC’s.

(ii) High-spin (HS) to low-spin (LS) transition resulting
from the breakdown of Hund’s rule at very high densit
In HS TM compounds a transition to LS will occur whe
the crystal field splitting exceeds theexchange energy,
and the material will become diamagnetic resulting
the collapse of magnetic state, for the particular ca
of an even valence numbern in a dn configuration.
In this Letter we report experimental proof for such a
isostructural/isochoric HS! LS transition [5] in wüstite
sFe12xOd. This has been observed with57Fe MS used
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as a probe of magnetism at pressures to 120 GPa.
our knowledge, this is the first report on Mössbau
spectroscopy beyond 100 GPa.

Wüstite is nonstoichiometric divalentsd6d iron oxide
invariably with a cation deficiencysxd. Depending onx,
TN at ambient pressure may vary between 190–210 K
the 0.90 , x , 0.96 range [6]. It crystallizes in a NaCl
structure at ambient pressure and at ambient tempera
distorts into rhombohedral cell above,18 GPa. In both
structures Fe is at the center of an oxygen octahedron.

The sample used in this experiment was prepared
sintering a pressed disk of Fe2O3 powder enriched to 20%
57Fe, heating for one day at 900±C in one atmosphere
of COyCO2 gas mixture, and then quenching into ic
water. The composition was established using both XR
and oxygen fugacity methods [7], andx was found
to be 0.941(5). A modified piston/cylinder Mao-Be
type DAC was used with anvils having culet flats o
150 mm. A 75-mm hole was drilled in a Re gasket into
which the sample was loaded in a25 mm high cavity
along with ruby chips for pressure determination. XR
using synchrotron radiation was also used for independ
determination of pressure. We estimate the thickness
the absorber as5 mgycm2 which in terms of Fe natural
abundance is,50 mgycm2. No pressurizing medium
was used. A commercial10 mCi 57CosRhd point source
s0.5 3 0.5 mmd was used. Typical data collection time
were 24–48 hours. Most measurements were carried
using a top-loading cryostat with experiments conduct
in the 4–300 K range. For details regarding HP-MS usi
the DAC, see Ref. [8].

Mössbauer spectroscopy studies of Fe12xO at ambient
pressure were carried out by several groups, and th
are summarized in a recent review article by Long a
Grandjean [9]. In both the paramagnetic and the orde
magnetic state the Mössbauer spectra are rather c
plex, reflecting distributions of magnetic and quadrupo
interactions originating from a distribution of oxyge
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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coordination numbers and other structural defects. Ho
ever, ambient temperature MS studies by Nasu [10]
66 GPa resulted in relatively simple magnetically sp
spectra atP . 15 GPa, composed of a single-site mag
netic component corresponding to a hyperfine fieldsHhyd
of 47 T at 66 GPa and a small quadrupole shift. The Né
temperature at 13(2) GPa was found to be 300 K. O
measurements were carried out in the pressure range
60–120 GPa. Typical spectra at 300 K obtained at 6
90, 100, and 120 GPa are shown in Fig. 1. The solid li
through the experimental points was obtained by a lea
squares-fitting procedure. As can be seen from the re
tive intensities of the 60 GPa spectrum (see Fig. 1), t
magnetic Mössbauer spectra show definite texture effe
resulting from orientation of the (111) planes axes prefe
entially lying parallel to the anvils’ flats [11]. The Fe21

moments are in the (111) direction perpendicular to t
g-ray direction [12]. Within experimental error theHhy
measured at 60 GPa agrees with that measured by N
[10] at 54 and 66 GPa.

The pressure dependencies ofHhy and isomer shift
(IS) are shown in Fig. 2. In the 60–120 GPa rangeHhy

increases slightly with pressure; a similar trend was a
observed in57FeI2 [Ref. 13]. The IS is proportional to
sDRyRdrss0d whereDRyR is the relative change in the
excited and ground states nuclear radii, which in the ca
of 57Fe is negative;rss0d is thes–electron density at the
nucleus. The negative slope in ISsPd reflects the increase
in density with pressure.

FIG. 1. Typical Mössbauer spectra of Fe0.94O measured at
P $ 60 GPa at 300 K. The solid line is a least-squares
to the experimental points assuming magnetic- and quadrup
split components with varying intensities. The inset depic
the variation of the relative abundance of the nonmagne
component (the LS component, see text) with pressure. N
that by extrapolation the HS component will be fully converte
to the LS at,140 GPa.
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With increasing pressure, at ambient temperature, a n
nonmagnetic (nm) component evolves at,90 GPa, and
its abundance increases with pressure as shown in
inset of Fig. 1. At 120 GPa this spectral component
characterized by a quadrupole splitting (QS) and an
of 0.85s7d mmys and0.75s10d mmys, respectively. Those
values are higher than those obtained for the magne
component [QS 0.2s2d mmys and IS 0.5s1d mmys].
The nm abundance is also temperature dependent. A t
cal case is shown in the inset of Fig. 3 where the pre
ence of the nm component at 120 GPa is first detec
at T . 70 K, and its abundance increases with temper
ture. At this pressure full conversion is extrapolated
be ,450 K. These and all other measurements show
both temperature and pressure reversibility; no significa
hysteresis was observed. We assign this nm spectral c
ponent to the1A1g diamagnetic low-spin state of Fe21.

As mentioned earlier, isostructural magnetic collap
at high density has been observed in several TM-I2

compounds and was shown to be of a Mott or C
transition type, the transformation being rathersharp at
a given pressure [14]. Furthermore, all the observ
pressure-induced Mott transitions caused by the decre
in Uy2w or Dy2w, where2w stands for the bandwidth,
were temperature independent. In the present studies
magnetic and the nm components coexist in a press
range of 90–120 GPa at 300 K with complete conversi
to the nm one at 140 GPa (see Fig. 3).

FIG. 2. The pressure dependence ofHhy and IS. The value
of Hhys0d is an average of three spectral sites [9] atT ø TN .
The increase inHhy with pressure can be accounted for by th
increase in thes-electron density at the nucleus. The negativ
increase in IS is due to increases inrSs0d (see text) and
should be related to the increase in density with pressure
measured by the EOS. Using the experimental values ofV sPd
from Ref. [15] we calculate the relative change in densityr in
the 60–120 GPa range to bed ln rydP  2.3 3 1023 GPa21,
whereas the relative change of the IS for the same press
range isd ln ISydP  3.3 3 1023 GPa21. IS values are with
respect to a57CosRhd source.
5047
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FIG. 3. Mössbauer spectra of Fe0.94O at 120 GPa measure
as function of temperature. The inset shows the increase
the relative abundance of the LS, suggesting the completio
HS ! LS conversion at,450 K.

Static high pressure studies of XRD at 300 K carri
out by Yagi et al. [15] to 120 GPa and by Mao [16
to 220 GPa showed no indication of a first-order pha
transition involving change in structure or discontinuity
volume. This observation is consistent with our findin
in which no hysteresis was detected upon decomp
sion [17].

The prospect of a magnetic collapse in wüstite
high enough pressures has been theoretically treated
Isaak et al. [18], Cohenet al. [19], and Sherman [20].
Whereas Isaaket al. using local density approximation
methods proposed a first-order magnetic collapse cl
to 100 GPa, recent studies by Cohenet al. using the
generalized gradient approximationpredicted a magnetic
collapse at 200 GPa involving a first-order transition w
a significant fractional volume change. As pointed o
by Cohen et al., the transition would not be due t
changes in the crystal fields10Dqd, which they assumed
to be quite small, but rather due tow band widening
with pressure increase [21]. On the other hand, Sherm
considered the pressure dependence of10Dq with its
strong radial dependences,1yR5d and suggested that a
some pressure the crystal field energy will overcome
spin-spin exchange energyUex- leading to a LS state.

Our experimental results at ambient temperature
gether with existing x-ray diffraction show unequivocal
that the HS! LS transition in Fe12xO is not related
to a crystallographic phase transition [22]; it is not a
isostructural first-order phase transition involving disco
tinuous volume change, but rather is an isochoric p
nomenon where the5T2g HS ground state and the1A1g

LS excited state separated byDUsPd coexist over a rather
large range of pressure. With increasing pressureDU de-
creases, reaching values comparable tokBT (a few tens of
5048
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meV) at 120 GPa. Thus, the magnetic collapse of Fe12xO
is continuous; it can be inferred to be a second-order tr
sition as a result of a pressure-induced monotonic incre
in the crystal field with decreasing interatomic distances

Since DUsPd increases with volume increase will th
spin-crossover taking place atP , 100 GPa and elevated
temperature also be an isochoric process? In recent X
studies Fei and Mao [23] discovered a crystallograph
transition into a denser phase, the NiAssB8d structure,
occurring upon uniformly heating the pressurized samp
at 74 and 90 GPa. In the former case, theB8 diffraction
lines were first detected at 900 K, becoming more inten
with increasingT , and coexisting with the rhombohedra
sB1d phase at temperatures beyond 1100 K. At 96 G
the B8 phase was first detected at 600 K and ful
converted at 800 K. At 70 and 90 GPa the molar volum
decrease ofB8 with respect toB1 phase is,4% and
,3%, respectively [24] (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [23]). On
may consider the sluggishness of theB1 ! B8 transition
determined by XRD as similar to the wide pressur
temperature range over which the HS! LS observed
by the magnetic hyperfine probe. We suggest that t
structural transformation at 70–90 GPa range as driv
by the spin crossover which at this pressure could n
be accomodated within theB1 structure. However, with
the decreasing Fe-O distances with increasing press
the LS and HS ionic radii of Fe21 become equal (see
Fig. 2, Ref. [23]) eventually resulting in the full collaps
of Hund’s rule in FeO beyond 120 GPa.

A proposedsP, T d magnetic phase diagram for Fe0.94O
is depicted in Fig. 4. At low pressures, a linearTNsPd
dependence is depicted to,70 GPa separating the high-T
paramagnetic with the low-T antiferromagnetic states
The slope determined from values ofTN  200 K at

FIG. 4. ProposedP, T phase diagram for Fe12xO. The TN
line was calculated assumingdTN ydP  7.6 KyGPa (see text).
The //// region encompasses the coexisting HS-LS states
text). Thes and d symbols are data from XRD (Ref. [20])
corresponding to thesP, T d coordinates where theB8 phase
was first observed and fully converted, respectively (see te
The “?” mark corresponds to a lower limit for the fullB8
transformation. The full conversion according to Ref. [20
takes place at a higher temperature.
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ambient pressure andTN  300 K at 13 GPa is
dTN ydP  7.6 KyGPa, a slope which is quite simila
to that of FeI2 (Ref. [4]). The n and m symbols were
deduced from the insets of Figs. 1 and 2 to determine
limits of the pure HS and LS regimes, respectively.
this diagram we also included thesP, Td points deduced
from Ref. [23] where thes andd symbols correspond to
the first observation of theB8 phase (assumed to be LS
and the full conversion ofB1 ! B8, respectively [25].
The d with the “?” mark stands for the lowestT value
of the full B1 ! B8 transformation at this pressure. A
pointed out by the authors [23], theB1 lines were still
present when the diamond anvils shattered.

In conclusion, this study is a manifestation
Mössbauer spectroscopy studies beyond 100 GPa u
DAC’s. We find that the collapse of the magnetic sta
in Fe12xO is due to a constant-volume (probably secon
order) HS! LS transition, where both species coex
over the pressure range of 90–140 GPa atT # 300 K.
The energy gap separating the diamagnetic1A1g and mag-
netic 5T2g states decreases with pressure, reaching va
comparable to ambient temperaturekBT at ,100 GPa.
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